WE BOYCOTT FOR JUSTICE

On Black Friday & Cyber Monday
From South Africa to Montgomery to Palestine to Congo
Boycott for Justice
The ongoing, US-backed genocide of Palestinians and the murderous exploitation of the people of Congo are moral crises of our time that demand action. Both peoples’ oppression and mass displacement is in part driven by, overexploitation by companies that care more about their profits than the well-being of the people. We encourage everyone to do their research on what’s happening in both countries and on how corporate greed connects global struggles, like Palestine and Congo. Big businesses function on the structures of capitalism, which are inherently in opposition to the well-being of the people.
#FreePalestine

Companies listed in the previous slide have contributed funds to Israel’s genocide on Palestinians, have publicly supported Israel or have illegal settlements in Occupied Palestinian territory.
#CongosIsBleeding

Right now Congo is bleeding! The people of Congo are asking us to take action by signing the petition on congostrong.org, get educated, AND by stopping the overconsumption of tech that uses Cobalt. Shop second hand if needed. Cobalt, a mineral used in the majority of tech, is mined at the cost of human life in enslavement-like conditions in Congo, putting MILLIONS of human lives at risk. To learn more about what is happening in Congo please follow @bellewoghirenn, @decolonizd, @communityx & @congofriends
We urge you to take the time to spend your money consciously this holiday season. Historically, we have seen that one of the most effective ways to take action is to stop putting money in the pockets of those profiting from oppression.
WHERE TO SPEND YOUR MONEY INSTEAD

Donate to PACC, Sudan, Congo, and Shop small business

Links in our bio!

@paccusa
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KEEP TAKING ACTIONS

Boycotts work because they’re a collective action that millions of people of conscience take together.

Please sign up for PACC action alerts to join us in the continuing struggle for justice:

Text FreePalestine to 833-648-0391